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Abstract
In this paper, an experimental study showing the effects of slope
on various characteristics of free over fall section in a smooth
rectangular channel has been described. The experiment was
conducted in horizontal and four different bed slope conditions.
Variation of End depth ratio (EDR) with relative slope has been
analyzed graphically. An empirical equation is proposed to
estimate discharge in the channel by knowing the value of bed
slope and brink depth or end depth. Depth of flow at different
section is plotted graphically to analyze the variation in surface
profile for different flow conditions. The effect of shear force
near the over fall section is investigated graphically in terms of
coefficient of skin friction.

Keywords: Free overfall, Brink depth, End depth ratio, Relative
slope, Coefficient of skin friction.

1.

Introduction

An open channel flow is a type of flow condition in which,
water flows with a free surface exposed to atmosphere. In
open channel flow, a sudden drop in the channel bed is
known as Free over fall which is shown in the figure 1.
The depth of flow at the free over fall section is known as
‘Brink depth’ or ‘End depth’. The flow profile changes
from uniform flow to gradually varied and finally rapidly
varied when it approaches the fall section. At the fall, the
flow gets separated from the bed of the channel and falls
freely under the action of gravity by forming a nappe. So
the flow becomes rapidly varied near the end section with
an appreciable curvature of streamlines.
At the end section, points A and B are exposed to
atmosphere, so the pressure distribution is not hydrostatic
there. Nearly parabolic pressure distribution can be

assumed at the fall section with zero pressure at points A
and B, while hydrostatic pressure distribution can be
assumed at the upstream critical section as the curvature of
the water surface at the section A is very small. A control
section is defined as a section at which a fixed relationship
between the depth of flow and discharge exists. In general,
the critical section at which critical depth of flow exists,
acts as a control section. But in present case of free fall,
the section at free overfall can be taken as control section
as discharge-depth relation can be developed there.
Therefore, the computation of end depth and its analysis
has gained more practical importance. Several
experimental and analytical works have been carried out
till date on brink depth in different shapes of channel. No
attempt was made by any investigator to analyze shear
force variation at the free over fall section. Knowledge of
shear force is an important factor in the analysis of open
channel flow due to the following reasons.

Fig. 1 Schematic Representation of Free over fall section






For the design of channel in non coherent
alluvium
To prevent sediment laden flow in open
channel by keeping the bed shear stress more
than the critical shear stress
For considering the effect of shear force
while analyzing the free over fall section by
momentum approach
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Hunter Rouse (1956) was the first one to investigate in this
field and concluded the end depth ratio as 0.715 for mildly
sloping rectangular channel. After him a lot of works have
been carried out in different shapes of open channel to
study the effect of slope and roughness. Diskin (1961),
Rajaratnam (1962), Replogle (1962) applied various
theoretical model to develop equations for EDR. Davis et
al. (1998) carried out an experimental study of the free
overfall from a rectangular channel for various slopes and
bed roughness. Two empirical equations were proposed
for calculating this relationship, the first requiring only the
data of channel slope and the second requiring both
channel slope and roughness data. Tigrek et al. (2008)
carried out an experimental study to get a relationship
between brink depth and discharge at a rectangular free
over fall. They derived equations for end depth ratio and
discharge. Mohammed et al. (2011) carried out an
experimental study to determine the effect of gravel
roughness and channel slope on rectangular free over fall.

Fig. 2 Laboratory Set up




2. Experimental set up and procedure



2.1



Laboratory set up

The experimental work was carried out in Hydraulics
laboratory of Civil engineering department, MANIT,
Bhopal. The rectangular channel as shown below was
9.45m long, 60cm width and 60cm depth. The side walls
were made of glass fitted. The whole channel was resting
on three points. There was a gear arrangement to tilt the
channel at required slopes. Two to three perforated steel
sieves were welded at the entrance section to achieve
steady flow early. Water was supplied by a centrifugal
pump (20hp motor) and a venturimeter was there for
discharge measurement (inlet diameter = 6’’, throat
diameter=3’’). A moving pointer gauge arrangement was
provided to measure the depth of flow at different sections.
2.2

Procedure

The experiment was carried out for smooth bed surface of
the channel, with horizontal and four different slope
conditions (1 in 425.5, 1 in 283.67, 1 in 170.2 and 1 in
121.5). Digital theodolite was used to make the channel
bed horizontal and sloping. For each channel condition
further discharge was varied three times by adjusting the
opening valve. The following data were measured for each
flow condition.

Discharge measurement by area velocity method
using a Preston-Pitot tube
Surface profile by moving point gauge along the
centre line
Preston-Pitot tube reading at the bed level to
calculate bed shear stress
End depth measurement

Discharge Calculation - For all flow conditions,
discharge was measured by selecting a section on
upstream side and measuring the velocity of flow by
means of Prandlt-Pitot tube at six different points (Fig 3)
on that section.
V = Cv × 2

,

(1)

Where, Coefficient of velocity (Cv) = 0.98 and h is the
differential manometer reading. The discharge was
measured as
,

Q =∑

(2)

where Qi is the discharge measured at one point i.e. =
AiVi.
Critical depth – From discharge, critical depth for
rectangular channel was calculated by using following
expression which is based on critical energy concept.
YC=

∗

)1/3 ,

(3)

here q is the discharge per unit width.
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diameter of Preston tube, V is the flow velocity and τ0 is
the bed shear stress
Coefficient of skin friction – After estimating the bed
shear stress, coefficient of skin friction is calculated as
follows.
cf = τ0 / ( )ρVC2,

(6)

where VC is the critical velocity of flow, which can be
estimated through following expression.
Vc = Q/ (B*Yc)
Fig. 3 Selection of points for discharge calculation

3.

Critical slope – Critical slope was calculated using
Manning’s resistance equation, in which critical depth of
flow (YC) is used in place of normal depth of flow (Yo).
SC = (Q2n2P4/3) / A10/3,

(4)

where n is Manning’s roughness coefficient and P is the
wetted perimeter.

Results and Discussion

For each flow and channel alignment condition data
obtained were used to estimate critical depth of flow, EDR
(end depth ratio=

) and relative slope ( ) as given in

(Appendix 1).
The relationship between EDR and relative slope is shown
in Fig 4. From the graph, it is concluded that end depth

Surface profile - After marking the critical section, depth
of flow was measured by means of the moving pointer
gauge arrangement along the center line of the channel to
plot surface profile. End depth at the fall section was
measured manually as it was not possible to use pointer
gauge there.

ratio ( ) gradually decreases with increase in relative bed

Shear stress - For estimating the bed shear stress, PrandltPitot tube reading was also taken while keeping the
Prandlt-Pitot tube at the channel bed along the center line.
The following formula (Patel, 1965) was used for shear
stress calculation. According to which non dimensional
parameters X* and Y* are given as,

As the free over fall section acts as a control point, where
the end depth or brink depth is used for discharge
estimation; here a Fig 5 is plotted between bed slope and
end depth ratio. A best fit quadratic equation was
determined to develop relationship between bed slopes
(So) and end depth ratio (Ye/Yc). The quadratic equation
(Correlation coefficient R2 = 0.983) is given by,

X* = log [{∆Pd d2} / {4ρV2}]
2

slope ( ). This relationship can be expressed by the
following equation of best fit straight line with R2 = 0.968,
Ye/Yc = -0.240*( ) + 0.725

Ye/Yc = 1653So2 – 31.63So + 0.759

2

Y* = log [{τ0d } / {4ρV }]

(7)

(8)

From equation (7),

Where Y* = 0.5X* + 0.37; for X*<2.9

Ye/Yc = φ1 (So)

Y* = 0.8287 - 0.1381X* + 0.1437X*2 - 0.006X*3; for
2.9<X*<5.6

Yc = φ2 (q), from equation (3).

X* = Y* + 2log (1.95Y*+4.10); for 5.6<X*<7.6

The above two relationship can be summarized as below,

(5)

Where ∆Pd is the dynamic pressure head measures using
U- tube differential manometer (inclined), d is the outer

Total discharge in the channel
(Q) =

×Ye3/2 ×B

(9)
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Where φ(So) = (φ1 (So)) , Ye is the end depth or brink
depth and B is the total width of the channel.
So from equation (9), if bed slope and brink depth are
known, related discharge can be calculated directly.

To analyze the variation of shear force, a graph is plotted
between average of local skin friction coefficient (cf) and
distance of the section from free over fall as shown in Fig
(7). As we approaches towards the free over fall section,
local shear force increases and so as the value of cf. For
each alignment of channel bed, variation of coefficient of
skin friction with a non dimensional parameter (X/Yc) for
each flow condition is given in Appendix 2. By knowing
the shear force, it can be included in the momentum
equation for the calculation of brink depth or end depth.

Fig. 4 Relative slope vs. EDR

By measuring the depth of flow of water at different
section, surface profile is plotted for each channel
condition as shown in Fig 6. As the slope of the channel
becomes steeper, depth of flow gradually decreases and
falter surface profile is obtained as compare to horizontal
and other flat slopes.

Fig. 5 Bed slope vs. EDR

Fig. 7 Average cf vs. Distance

4.

Conclusions

This paper describes the effect of slope on free over fall in
a smooth rectangular channel. Various aspects of brink
depth at free over fall section, such as discharge-depth
correlation, surface profile, shear force variation have been
analyzed graphically.
 It is concluded that slope affects the end depth or
brink depth, since as the bed slope increases end
depth ratio gradually decreases.
 Knowledge of brink depth and bed slope can be
used to estimate the discharge in the channel as
given in equation (9).
 Surface profile is also affected by bed slope, as
slope increase, surface profile becomes flatter.
 As we approaches towards the fall section, shear
force increases and there by the value of cf, as
shown in Appendix 2. As the slope becomes
steeper, value of cf decrease because horizontal
component of weight balances the bed shear force
in case of steep channel.
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